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Hall Tennis Mental Toughness: Playing the elements 1.Wind: “I love the wind.” Don’t look for excuses, wind is the great equalizer. Expect your level of play to fall off. a. With Wind: use topspin, move-in, look for short ball, keep slice low, attack net, snap the overhead, bounce the overhead, spin serve, toss back and low. b. Against Wind: shorten back swing, use flatter stroke, hit the ball on the rise, move into spin, use short angle drip shot and volley, be careful on bounce overhead, use the deep lob, keep ball low. c. X-wind: give better margin of error, lob over backhand. 1.



Sun: “I love the sun.” Lob into sun each game. Move along baseline to adjust toss, or vary toss in front to behind normal position to avoid sun. Work the racquet toss at the beginning of match with sun in mind. Warm-up looking into sun.



Playing Percentage Tennis and Minimizing Unforced Errors 1. Hit % shots over the low-point of the net for angle. Hit high and deep down the middle or to backhand. 2. When off balance, hit conservatively or lob when desperate. 3. Hit strike zone balls for offense, out of strike zone for defense. 4. Look for offense/defense turns. 5. Serve into the body. 6. Hit one more ball over—don’t rush. Cheating and Foot-faults 1. Call all balls fairly. If you see the ball out, call it immediately and audibly. If you are unsure, it is good. 2. Call service lines for your doubles partner. 3. If your opponent appears to have missed the call, use the 3-step approach: 1) Are you sure of your call. 2) I saw the ball land there, what is your call? 3) I need to call my coach. Do not play a “let.” 4. Do not foot-fault. You can be called on it and it is difficult to change in the middle of the game. If your opponent foot-faults, call the coach. Reading Your Opponent During warm up, pay attention to all strokes. Does he use spin, 1 or 2 handed backhand, slice, volleys overhead. Does he move his feet well? Are there any shots he avoids? Does he hit flat or spin, first and second serves. At end of warm-up, decide game plan. Racquet Spin Before spin, decide on options. You may serve, receive, choose a side, or pass. In double, if you have a left-hander and right hander, make sure each server does not look into the sun. However, get your opponents to make that mistake. Make up your mind what is the most important element for you to control. In doubles, either partner may serve first at the beginning of each set. Handling Frustration and Managing Mistakes



You will make unforced errors. 16 Second Cure: After point, turn immediately around to back fence, take racquet out of dominant hand. After retrieving balls, walk confidently towards back line while practicing breath control and relaxation. Visualize the correct hit. Use ritual ball bounce for serve or rocking for return. Visualize shot placement for 1 or 2 shot. Repeat ritual phrase for intensity. 3. Stay positive. Avoid negative remarks to yourself or losing control emotionally. Besides poor sportsmanship, opponent will feed off of negativity. 4. Keep focus on specific game plan, point by point. Don’t focus on the score. 1. 2.



Concentration and Focus 1. Develop a specific game plan. 2. Use words or phrases to help narrow your focus. 3. Do not look around to other matches. Do not ask about others’ score. Talk to your doubles partner after each point. 4. Look down at your strings after each point. 5. Breath control and visualization. 6. Do not allow opponents’ antics did get inside your head. Don’t play the personality. Maintain your dignity and feed off your opponents’ behavior. Creating and Maintaining Intensity 1. Practice with intensity. Don’t expect to have it during a match if you do not practice with it. 2. Maintain concentration and focus, breath control, rituals. 3. Maintain positive energy and body language. 4. Move your feet; repeat verbal rituals. Fast Start, Closing out a Lead, Coming From Behind 1. Develop match preparation skills. 2. Know your game plan immediately. 3. With lead, hit aggressively, exploit opponent’s errors. Play to win, not to avoid losing. 4. Play point by point, always! 5. When behind, determine the role of unforced errors, shot selection, opponent’s game style, strengths and weaknesses. To what extent is he beating you vs. your beating yourself? Adjust as necessary. Evaluate what is working (and not) in your own game. 6. Break opponent’s rhythm and confidence. Look for shifts in momentum. 7. When far behind remember that it can (and has) been done. Recall other comeback victories or tough matches. Visualize the fighter. 8. If ahead, don’t panic if opponent runs off a few games. It often happens. Go back to game plan and point by point. Making a Game Plan You should come into a match with a solid understanding of your game. What are your strengths? Weaknesses? What is your put-away shot? Defensive shot? What style are



you comfortable playing? During warm-up, read your opponent, then construct your game plan before you start. (Example: I want to play aggressively, come to net and exploit his weak backhand. Or, I want to keep the ball deep and be patient for errors.) Against a “backboard.” Don’t refer to him as a “pusher;” rather, a steady, low-paced baseliner. You’ll just get upset if you are losing! Figure out what to do. 1. If he is steadier, be aggressive, but be patient. You’ll have plenty of chances to put the ball away. 2. Use short angles, especially on volleys. Pull the baseliner off the baseline. 3. Try bringing the backboard up to net where he is probably uncomfortable. 4. Don’t play his game! He’ll do it better. Make him play yours. A. Against a “hard-hitter:” Don’t be psyched out by the power. Keep your shots out of his strike zone. 1. Stand back 2. Shorten your backswing. 3. Keep ball in play, preferably deep and away from power zone. 4. Don’t try to out hit him. Off speed is often more effective. B. General tactics: 1. Hit deep, high and wide to a two-handed backhand. 2. Approach when opponent is in trouble. 3. Hit low to a tall opponent—use height for a shorter opponent. 4. Pass on two-handed backhand volley. 5. Reassess game plan and adjust when necessary. Don’t change a winning game plan. Preparing for Matches 1. Match preparation starts long before you get to the court. Make sure you have racquets, towel, change of shirt, hat, sunglasses, and snack—whatever you know you’ll need. 2. Make sure your rest is consistent and stick to routines. 3. Hydrate properly and eat appropriately. Bring enough water or Gatorade. 4. Warm up and stretch properly. 5. During match warm up, choose sunny side. 6. Don’t win the warm up. Use the time to analyze opponent and warm up all strokes. 7. Prepare for the fast start and have your game plan set. Dealing with Pressure Most important here is to admit that you get nervous and that your opponent does, too. Practice deep breathing, visualization, and mistake management. Remind yourself “you’ve been here before and have been successful.” Stick to the game plan and do not focus on the score. Make your opponent beat you—don’t lose to yourself! Stick with the specific game plan.
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